This article explores direct speech involving fictive interaction, that is not functioning as an ordinary quote (e.g. "a look of 'I told you so '", Pascual, 2006 '", Pascual, , 2014 . We specifically deal with its use as a literary strategy, in which different fictive speech constructions may serve to: (i) give access to characters' mental worlds; (ii) show the relationships and non-verbal communication between characters; (iii) create new semantic categories; and (iv) produce such rhetorical effects as vividness or humor.
Introduction
Literary fiction is by definition about the imaginary, about a self-contained made-up world governed by rules that may or may not resemble those of actuality. Regardless of how realistic a novel may be, knowing about the mental and emotional states of fictional characters, as well as the relationships they hold with other characters, is critical for understanding and fully appreciating the plot of a literary work.
A vastly common literary technique that allows readers to access characters' inner selves and their relationship with others, one which may come from theater, is having them speak with each other (e.g. Brumme & Espunya, 2012) . These fictional dialogues may even involve animals and entities (cf. Xiang, 2016) . In Lewis Carroll's (1865) Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, for instance, the main character converses with the Cheshire Cat and follows the instructions in two messages written on -and ascribed to -an inanimate bottle ("DRINK ME") and a small cake ("EAT ME"). Two related literary devices to gain access to the mind of literary characters are free indirect speech (Jakobson, [1957 (Jakobson, [ ] 1971 Eckardt, 2014) and 'distancing indirect speech or thought' (Dancygier & Vandelanotte, 2009; Vandelanotte, 2004 Vandelanotte, , 2009 Vandelanotte, , 2010 Vandelanotte, , 2012 . In free indirect speech, a character's mental and emotional states are presented from that character's perspective, but integrated in a third person narrative, as in "Bob welcomed [Anna] with excitement. He had found her car key! Wasn't she lucky to have him?" (Eckardt, 2014, p. 1) . By contrast, 'distancing indirect speech or thought' involves incorporating another's discourse without shifting to another deictic center, as in "Bob welcomed [Anna] with excitement. He was the one who had found her car key. She was lucky to have him". 3 In this paper we discuss a fourth literary device that seems to share formal and functional characteristics with imaginary dialogues, free indirect speech, and distancing indirect speech or thought, while having forms and functions of its own. This constitutes the use of literary dialogues that never happened in actuality (they are not quotes from real conversations), and that we maintain should not be construed as belonging to the fictional world of a novel plot either. Instead, they help to tell the story by showing a character's deictic center while maintaining the narrator's perspective.
Consider for instance this fragment from Tolstoy's masterpiece, War and Peace (our italics and underlining): 1 (1) He seemed to say by his look: "I know you, I do, but what is the use of bothering with you? Though you would be glad enough if I did." It may be that, upon meeting women, he did not think that (indeed, it is very likely he did not, because he thought very little anyway), but such was his look and his manner. (War and Peace, vol. IV. by Lev N.
Tolstoy, 1864-1869, translated from the Russian by Leo Wiener, 1904, p. 363) In (1), a piece in the direct speech, displaying dialogical features, such as the first and second person pronouns and the interrogative form, is used as a means of characterizing a character's "look and his manner". The enunciation in question (i.e. "I know you, I do, but…") is not the character's reported thought, as made explicit by the narrator, or something the character -let alone his look -actually said. The 'speech' demonstrating what that particular kind of look seems to communicate is neither actual (it was never 1 In all examples fictive direct speech appears in italics and underlining marks dialogic elements or parts of the selected fragment we want to draw particular attention to. 4 uttered in the real world) nor is it fictional in the elementary sense of being part of the story at hand (it isn't presented as uttered by a character in Tolstoy's novel). It is thus ontologically different from the altogether imaginary scenario in which it is embedded (i.e. the plot of War and Peace). This enunciation is construed as fictive (Talmy, [1996] 2000), it is utterly imagined in nature and presented for the purpose of ongoing discourse, a case of what has been called fictive interaction or 'FI' (Pascual, 2006 , Pascual & Sandler, 2016 . Note that the non-genuine channel of communication set up is relevant in the factual interaction in the narrative (i.e. the made-up relationship between literary characters). Indeed, "Tolstoy believed that although people lie when they speak, their true thoughts can often be read in their facial or bodily expressions" (Proffer, [1969 (Proffer, [ ] 1984 . Giving voice to a look, even in appearance, may thus be used as a literary device to present a character's state of mind or attitude towards others, one the character in question may not even be aware of, as in (1). This may even involve a non-human -and a non-anthropomorphic -being, who can thus communicate but not factually 'speak'. For instance:
(2) [ The dog] was looking at him and its eyes were saying, I won't hurt you, don't be afraid, she wasn't when I found her on that other day. (Seeing, by José Saramago, 2004, translated from the Portuguese by Margaret Jull Costa, 2006, p. 131) Both amateur and experienced novelists seem to use fictive direct speech constituents ascribed to looks, facial expressions, gestures, tones of voice, feelings, or attitudes as a literary alternative to descriptions, pieces of dialogue, or sentences in the free indirect speech or distancing indirect speech or thought. In English, these may occur at different 5 levels of syntactic embedding: the clause (3a), the phrase (3b), and even the lexeme (3c): As suggested by the English translations of literary fragments originally written in Russian (example 1), Portuguese (2), and Norwegian (4b below), fictive speech constructions appear in different and diverse languages (and see also Pascual, 2014 , p. 29-57, 84-112, Pascual & Sandler, 2016 . Even though as a linguistic phenomenon fictive interaction is cross-linguistically very widespread, some of its grammatical manifestations still constitute a challenge for translators, since not all languages display them at the same grammatical level. For instance, the grammar of Germanic languages allows the use of direct speech constituents as nominal modifiers, as in the examples in (4) below, something that is altogether ungrammatical in Slavic languages (Królak, 2008 (Królak, , 2016 or Romance languages (Pascual, 2010 (Pascual, , 2014 . The direct speech plus head noun construction is a particularly interesting one, as it involves the embedding of a fictive (part of a) dialogue -a discourse or conversational element -into a syntactic constituent: a nominal phrase or even a lexical item, both used as a head noun and as the 6 modifier of a nominal compound (see overview of the latter in Królak, 2008; Pascual et al., 2013 , Pascual, 2014 This construction is further interesting for having been poorly studied. The lack of attention it has received from grammarians and literary scholars alike may explain the fact that there is no consistency in its punctuation (it is typically marked with hyphens and/or quotation marks), even within the same novel by one given author (Pascual, 2014, p. 20) . This is an additional challenge for translators. , 2001, p. 190) c. Una de estas personas "quiero y no puedo" que se sumergen en la cursilería de un falso señorío.
Lit. 'One of these people "I want but cannot" that immerse themselves in the kitschness of a false royalty behavior.' (La Gangrena by Mercedes Salisachs, 1974, p.
27)
In these examples, a particular kind of facial expression, look, gesture, feeling, or attitude is presented through a direct speech construction ascribed to such an expression, gesture, or state (or the time when that state typically emerges, in 5c), using different syntactic constructions other than the modifier plus noun one.
In this paper, we discuss the literary function of various English direct speech constructions in international bestsellers and examine whether they survived in their translations into Polish and Spanish. We seek to understand how the alternative constructions used by the translators influence the reading of the relevant literary passages.
Data
We selected instances of fictive speech constructions from 30 bestsellers originally written in English by (near-)native speakers of British, American, or Canadian English.
In order to have a heterogeneous enough database, we included works of literary fiction from different genres, specifically: fantasy, comedy, thriller, erotic, historical novel, memoirs, and one book on the life sciences for a lay audience. The great majority of 9 these acclaimed works show creative uses of fictive interaction compounds ('FI C.' in the table in Appendix I), from just one instance (in The Berlin Stories or The Bluest Eye) to over a dozen (in Fifty Shades of Grey and Gone Girl). Most novels also contain examples of fictive interaction on other levels (the clause, the phrase, or the lexical head). All these examples were either found by ourselves, as we read the books, or they were provided by colleagues or other relations who knew of our interest in the phenomenon. In the latter case, we naturally checked the examples in question to be able to assess their validity and also scanned the entire novels for further occurrences.
The 30 bestsellers with fictive speech constructions considered in this paper are listed in chronological order in Appendix I, specifying their author, genre, extension, year of first publication, and amount of fictive interaction compounds (for the translation study).
Since our focus is the use of fictive interaction as a narrative device, we only considered entirely creative cases. We disregarded lexicalized instances, as in (7a), or those representing an actual quote from speech (7b) or thought (7c), even when involving constructed speech (Tannen, 1986 (Tannen, , 1988 (Tannen, , [1989 2007) in a hypothetical or counterfactual scenario (7d):
(7) a. You -stand -there -and tell -me that you dig a pit in a garden, and just make a cesspit, without a by-your-leave, without any authority! ( Since a clear indicator of and one of the characteristics of fictive speech is viewpoint information (Pascual & Sandler, 2016, p. 11-12) , we also disregarded ambiguous instances, with no explicit deixis, as in (8a), or involving a fictive enunciation presented through indirect reported speech, as in (8b) Lessing, 1985, p. 91) In cases in which a given creative fictive interaction occurrence was used more than once in the same literary work, we only counted that instance once. For the translation study of the direct speech modifiers, we chose five bestselling novels that had a Spanish translations used in this study in Appendix II.
Analysis: Fictive interaction as literary strategy
Fictive interaction plays various and diverse functions in language, depending, among others, on the type of text in which it occurs (Pascual & Sandler 2016, pp. 113-168) . In this paper we concentrate on the most important functions of fictive interaction in literary bestsellers, which seem to be: (i) giving access to characters' mental worlds; (ii) showing relationships and non-verbal communication between characters; (iii) creating new categories of concepts; and (iv) adding vividness and humor. It should be noted that these functions are not mutually exclusive and often intertwine. All of them can appear in one and the same example, as in the two instances below, a direct speech modifier and a nominal head: The two fictive interaction constituents above give readers access to the thoughts and emotions of the character to whom both fictive enunciations are ascribed, thereby
showing her attitude towards some individual she encountered at a particular moment by demonstrating a category or type of look she gave to that individual at that point.
Additionally, the passage becomes humorous and grabs our attention immediately: the two fictive interaction parts are unusually long and contain such rhetorical devices as emotive interjections ("oh"), exaggeration ("monster from the darkest pits", "maul"), and rhetorical questions ("Is that the person I was expecting", "Why-are-you-stopping-here…?").
In this section of the paper we will illustrate the discourse functions of fictive interaction with the original English data from our 30 literary bestsellers. We will also discuss whether the original fictive direct speech compounds in the 5 bestsellers we selected for the translation part of our study were kept in their Polish and Spanish versions respectively, and if not, what effect was lost as a result.
Access to characters' mental worlds
In literature, fictive interaction frequently fulfills the function of revealing to readers the mental and emotional states of characters. This may be illustrated by these examples: The characters' intimate thoughts and attitudes can be accessed not only by verbally depicting their facial expressions and bodily reactions but also by giving 'voice' to paralinguistic or rhetorical features. Consider the direct speech compound in (11a) below, together with its official translations into Polish (11b) and Spanish (11c). Lit. 'That is why I wanted him to turn up here today -said Rodriguez using the tone "don't-forget-who-rules-here". ' (2011, p. 214) c. Por eso lo quería aquí hoy -dijo Rodríguez en su estilo de aquí mando yo.
Lit. 'For this I wanted him here today -said Rodriguez in his style of here I'm the one who's in charge. ' (2011, p. 18) Here, the character's domineering attitude appears verbalized in a fictive enunciation ascribed to him, which helps frame and interpret his actual words in the story ("That's why I wanted him here today"). In the original English version of the novel and in the Spanish translation of this extract the fictive speech revealing bossiness grammatically modifies the noun 'style'. Such an attitude is thus presented as characteristic of the fictive speaker's overall social behavior. In the Polish translation, however, it is the noun 'tone' that is modified by the fictive enunciation. The quality of the character's tone of voice is thus used as an indication of the character's attitude, motives, and intentions when uttering his actual words. In all three versions, what the character meant 14 with his initial utterance is presented as fictive direct speech, a not uncommon strategy (cf. Pascual 2014, pp. 123-126) . It is probably for this reason that the fictive speech and thus the function it serves were maintained in both the Polish and Spanish translations.
Let us now turn to another interesting literary strategy involving fictive interaction whose function is to expose the thoughts of the main character: In the examples above a look and a shrug, a handshake, and raising one's hand are presented as communicators conveying particular messages expressed by means of fictive speech constituents. What these instances of non-verbal communication reveal can thus not be an actual utterance, even when introduced by indisputably verbs of saying as 'to mumble', 'to speak', and 'to say' in (13a) and (13b), and even when presented as a conventional sign rather than a gesture, as in (13c). 16 This strategy helps novelists show the often intricate relationship between fictional characters in literature. This is particularly evident in the examples below (Pascual et al., 2013, pp. 352-353) : (14) The example in (14a) presents an exchange of looks as two non-actual conversational turns. This shows that fictive interaction, as its name suggests, reflects and represents a communicative exchange between individuals, even if it never occurred in actuality. It sets up messages that are always directed at somebody, even when this somebody may be our inner self or alter ego, as in (12) Lit. 'They didn't take long to see her mood and at a certain point they even exchanged a look that said "mummy is cross", which cost them a sarcastic smile from her.'
At this point in the novel, characters communicate non-verbally by exchanging a particularly communicative type of look. The message they convey is expressed by the author by means of the fictive enunciation "mummy is cross". Since the reader knows that the three characters involved do not have a child-parent relationship (they are all comrades), the characterization of that look must be interpreted non-literally. The embedded fictive enunciation metonymically sets up the prototypical script of a mother 18 being angry at and disappointed about her children's actions and making the children feel guilty about that (see section 4). The two men presented as exchanging glances in the narrative seem to be in a close relationship with the woman who accompanies them.
They may consider the female character had a slightly patronizing attitude towards them, which they treat with some dose of humor or irony. This example shows that the This is not the case for the following example and its Polish and Spanish translations: Lit. 'He looked at his friends, and saw that Hermione threw him a look of warning:
"Don't even say one more word!"; but the damage was already done.' 19 In this passage from a fantasy novel the author also presents characters communicating non-verbally by means of a particular look. In the original version what is revealed by the look in question is demonstrated by the fictive command "Stop talking now!", modifying the head noun 'look'. The use of the imperative construction followed by the exclamation mark evidences that the character's reaction was very emotional and that the atmosphere of the overall scene was rather tense. This effect is weakened in the Polish version of the text, in which the translator decided against using the direct speech construction, replacing it with an infinitive phrase ('signals to stop'), which merely presents the content of what is silently communicated from one character to another without the emotional aspect we find in the original. In the Spanish translation, by contrast, we observe the use of a 'double' strategy. The fictive interaction part is preserved, which serves to illustrate the characters' reaction and makes the scene quite vivid and easy to imagine. Additionally, the prepositional phrase is used to describe the kind of look at issue as a 'look of warning', a characterization that can be inferred from the fictive enunciation defining the look, but that is absent from the original.
Novel characters may communicate non-verbally not only by means of body language but also via different objects they may display or exchange with each other.
Consider: The airline ticket referred to in (18) was given to one of the novel's female characters by her romantic partner. Its particular meaning or purpose is pinpointed by a sample of fictive speech attributed to the male character, the giver of the 'talking' ticket. This provides the reader with much information about the kind of relationship the lovers have -or one the male character wishes them to have. The use of the fictive interaction construction for this purpose adds to the vividness and humor of this excerpt. These 21 effects were preserved in the Polish and Spanish translations in (18b) and (18c) respectively, as both translators kept the direct speech construction used in the original, even if presenting them in a different grammatical structure.
Categorizing function
Another important function of fictive interaction in literature is categorization, that is, giving a unique name to a particular type of individual, entity, or process that the writer may find especially salient in a given context. The fictive utterances in the examples above are well-known to many users of the English language. They may thus give access to so-called 'socio-cultural scenarios', the organized knowledge structures stored in our brains. The fact that certain fictive speech expressions are capable of activating entire socio-culturally meaningful scenes makes them very economic -much more is communicated than explicitly verbalized.
Both the fictive interaction constituent and the head noun in a direct speech compound take part in the creation of the particular category. The semantic range of head nouns that can be found in these nominal constructions is quite striking. Especially important, however, is the fact that all the categories of head nouns can be placed within the CONVERSATION frame, that is, they are somehow related to human verbal interaction. Novelists frequently use these linguistic structures to characterize their characters, as in:
(21) a. He seems very keen, says I'm his -but that's just part of his I-must-own-and-have- In (21a), the fictive interaction plus noun phrase construction is used in order to unambiguously present a particularly salient personality trait of one of the novel's main characters, a hyperbolic demonstration ascribed to that character, presented from the viewpoint of another character (i.e. the utterer of the extract in 21a). Example (21b) is similar and particularly interesting for both its form and semantics. First, the fictive interaction fragment does not precede the noun but is used as a kind of 'middle name'in between the first and second name of the character. This kind of infix is, in fact, quite common in literature. Other examples are "Christian I-don't-want-you Grey" from Fifty Shades of Grey and "Call-Me-Roger Buchanan" from The Gun Seller (for similar ones in ordinary language use, see Pascual, 2014, p. 74) . In both cases, the enacted statements are attributed to characters other than the one speaking and present something they in fact never said earlier in the novel, or not with these exact words.
These pseudo-quotations are set up in order to present the speaker's assessment of them and their attitude and thus involve a mixed viewpoint (cf. Pascual 2006 , p. 255, Pascual & Sandler, 2016 .
Apart from referring to types of people, fictive interaction fragments may categorize many other phenomena. Let us now consider two more examples in (22) In order to describe her friend's attitude towards dating, one of the novel's characters jokingly creates a particular type of DNA locus that she refers to as the 'need-a- The humor of these passages arises mainly from the fact that the fictive interaction fragments are both excessively long and exaggerated, and particularly concrete. It does not seem possible that a mere shrug could convey so much information in such level of detail as the one in (24a) or that one could be in a kind of chaos that is both so extreme and specific as the one referred to in (24b). Another instance of fictive interaction with a humor-producing function is provided in (25) Also in this case a humorous effect is produced, since the fictive interaction fragment is comically exaggerated. The character's facial expression and attitude, conveyed by means of fictive speech, is presented as excessively serious, especially in contrast to the hedonistic offer of a sweet indulgence by the narrating character. The use of fictive speech also involves a clash between the two voices involved-that of the indulgent narrating character and that of the serious character who is being mocked. Fictive speech naturally also allows the use of theatricality, a critical feature in fictive enunciation (Brandt & Pascual, 2016) , which enhances humor. In both the Polish and Spanish we observe a literal translation of the fictive utterance, otherwise the humor of the passage would have been partly lost.
Fictive interaction used in literature is capable of producing many other rhetorical effects apart from humor. The particular effect it has depends on its immediate context of occurrence and on the content of the fictive speech itself. There are, however, commonalities. For instance, most occurrences of the construction are attention-29 gripping and vivid (see also Królak, 2008 Królak, , 2016 Pascual, et al., 2013; Pascual, 2014, pp. 59-81) . This is due to the use of direct speech, which draws the readers' attention and produces vividness (Wierzbicka, 1974; Longacre, 1976; Schiffrin, 1981; Chafe, 1982) , constructing a sense of immediacy and involvement (Tannen, 1986) , as readers get a first-hand experience of somebody speaking to them, demonstrating rather than describing a particular scene. The fictive speech sets up a scenario that may appeal to addressees' imagination and emotions. This effect is strengthened when the fictive speech fragment contains exclamatives, swear words, and/or rhetorical questions, as in this example: Western world is on my shoulders' expression". As a viewpoint construction, fictive speech provides language users with the possibility of presenting the message in the enunciation ascribed to a given character together with the narrating character's stance towards it. This a good discourse strategy for putting a given person or group in a particular light and thus serves particularly well for achieving irony or sarcasm (cf. Pascual 2006 , p. 255, Pascual & Sandler, 2016 . 30 In this analysis section, we showed that fictive speech can be used as a literary devise to: (i) give the reader access to characters' thoughts and emotions (subsection 
Discussion: Metaphor and metonymy in fictive speech
It should be pointed out at this point that the cognitive mechanisms of metaphor and metonymy play an important role in fictive speech used in literature, and in other discourse genres for that matter (Królak, 2008; Pascual et al., 2013, Pascual and Sandler, 2016, pp. 12-13) . Mental or emotional states may be personified and presented as metaphorical speakers (see overviews in Pascual, 2014, pp. 3-5, 92-96, and Sandler, 2016, pp. 5-6) . Instances of thoughts or emotions expressed through fictive speech, as in "I so don't want to be mad but I'm going to be feeling" (19c) or "winningis-all mentality" (20b), could be viewed as involving what Barnden (1997) Other examples show a metonymic link between a given entity or behavior and some mental, emotional, or attitudinal state or process that entity or behavior seems to reveal or emerge from. These involve what could be called the SAYING AS 32 REVEALING metaphor, in which the source of an inference is presented as 'speaking'
to the one to draw that inference (cf. Baynham 1996) . In "an aggressive touch-me-ifyou-dare suede outfit" (17a), clothes are presented as metaphorically speaking for the wearer of those clothes (cf. Pascual, 2014, p. 75) . Similarly, in "You think you know, Bill seemed to be saying in every [art]work […]" (17b), an artist speaks to observers through its inanimate artwork, something that also commonly occurs in artists' descriptions of their work, often even involving the presentation of the artwork itself metaphorically speaking to viewers or the artist (Sullivan, 2006 (Sullivan, , 2009 (Sullivan, , 2016 . In examples like "[a] come away with me for the weekend and we'll have wheelbarrows full of sex and champagne ticket" (18) or "Exams are finished hurrah champagne" (22) the fictive enunciation expresses the intention behind the purchase of the entities doing the metaphorical talking (a plane ticket and a bottle of champagne).
The majority of examples in this paper constitute paralinguistic or multimodal elements presented as metaphorical communicators, as the indicators of certain mental or emotional states that, if verbalized, could become manifest as the utterances in fictive speech characterizing them (e.g. "well-here-we-are sigh", "'Mummy-is-cross' glances", "welcome-to-my-vision gesture"). These often involve complex mixes of metaphor and metonymy. For instance, if someone exchanges "'Mummy-is-cross' glances" with someone else, one could argue that this comprises a personification metaphor, with the looks appearing as a person, with also a metonymic link between what that fictive enunciator says and what the real person thinks and feels. Simultaneously, a given look may be the more tangible indicator of the person's mental processes, so there also seems to be a metonymic link between the look and the person. Furthermore, in "'Mummy-iscross' glances" the fictive enunciation ascribed to looks metonymically sets up the 33 FAMILY frame, just as the entire MARRIAGE frame is metonymically set up by the fictive wedding vow in "'I do!' ring" (Pascual 2014, pp. 65-67) .
Lastly, since fictive enunciations are always utterance types rather than tokens (Pascual & Sandler, 2016, pp. 10-11) , all instances seem to involve an accompanying ACTUAL-FOR-POTENTIAL metonymic link between the fictive utterance ascribed to say a feeling, outfit, or look and what the person presented as experiencing that feeling, wearing that outfit, or giving that look might well be inclined to say to express the feeling, the meaning of the outfit or of the look in question.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper we examined English nominal constructions involving fictive direct speech, which are used as stylistic devises by commercial novelists and Literature Nobel prize winners alike. We also carried out a comparative analysis of English direct speech compounds from five bestselling novels representing different genres and from different decades, and their translations into Polish and Spanish.
Our study shows that fictive interaction is a useful and appealing literary strategy that may be readily chosen by authors to fulfill a variety of functions. We put special emphasis on one particular grammatical manifestation of fictive interaction in English, namely the head noun modifier (e.g. "the 'why bother?' attitude"). This nominal construction is especially interesting, since apart from the above-mentioned functions, it is also frequently used to categorize, to give unique names to salient concepts. The range of phenomena that can be illustrated in this manner is wide and it may satisfy various expressive needs of novelists. Not just their communicative gestures and 34 postures, but also the novels' characters themselves may be characterized by means of this construction. We argue that the categories introduced through fictive speech modifiers -as opposed to ready-made descriptive alternatives, such as adjective-noun and noun-noun combinations -are special in that they provide an exceptionally accurate yet economic and creative characterization of a virtually unlimited number of phenomena. The categories thus created are not only attention-gripping, as mentioned above, but they may also implicitly carry some evaluation of the characterized concepts, the addresser's stance. This is due to the fact that the fictive utterance in the modifier's position is only presented as attributed rather than actually uttered by the fictional character in the narrative, which makes it an appealing means of putting that character in a particular light, thereby revealing the speaker's or author's viewpoint.
Our translation data shows that in spite of grammatical challenges, a small majority of English fictive interaction compounds in the original texts were translated into Polish and Spanish as alternative fictive interaction constructions. This is interesting, since the English nominal compound construction has no exact equivalent in Polish or Spanish, even though the syntax of both languages does allow the embedding of (fictive) direct speech constituents. In Polish, heavy elements, such as direct speech constituents, are usually placed after instead of before the noun and are frequently preceded by a quotative marker, such as w stylu ('of the style'). In Spanish, embedded direct speech constructions usually appear as clauses following a quotative phrase such as como diciendo ('as if to say'), as regular elaborating phrases following de ('of'), or alternatively, they may occur after the head noun, just as in Polish, occasionally preceded by a quotative maker such as del estilo ('of the style'). The results of the comparison are presented in Appendix IV. In Polish, fictive interaction was kept in 64% 35 of the examples and it was lost in 36% of them. In Spanish, 59% instances of the construction were preserved and 41% lost.
We hope to have shown that fictive direct speech is a powerful literary device with a great expressive potential, readily used by successful authors of different and diverse types of novels. We thus hope to have convinced readers that fictive direct speech may be used in more genres and for more functions than in modern public discourse (Fairclough, 1994; Vis et al., 2012) or the colloquial speech of the contemporary youth (cf. Streeck, 2002) , as generally assumed. This notwithstanding, our impression is that while professional writers are certainly aware of the power of fictive speech construction as literary device, they are not sufficiently acquainted with it as grammatical construction. It can be noticed, for instance, that even within the same novel, the punctuation used to introduce fictive enunciation constituents is not uniform: they may appear in italics, between inverted commas, joined with hyphens, or alternatively in a combination of these markings or with no marking at all (for details see the table in Appendix III). Such inconsistency in punctuation is most probably a reflection of the fact that the construction has barely been studied and no prescriptive rules or guidelines exist in grammars or style manuals as to how to punctuate it. More generally, we view the fictive interaction construction as indicating a socio-cultural model of language as informational (in the default case, what one says is what one means, and corresponds with the truth, Grice, 1989; Sweetser, 1987) , so that we can present a kind of a quote to talk about non-verbal behavior, such as a look or shrug, or an inner state, such as an attitude or feeling. At the same time, they all invariably involve multiple viewpoints (Dancygier, 2008 , Dancygier & Sweetser, 2012 , 36 Dancygier et al., 2016 , which need to be dealt with in literary translation (Lu & Verhagen, 2016) .
The phenomenon of fictive interaction has only recently become the focus of linguistic research. Our study of fictive direct speech as literary device should be regarded as a preliminary one; its aim was to show the wide scope of the phenomenon and hopefully inspire further research that could include, for instance, the use of fictive interaction in different discourse genres and originally written in languages other than English. We believe that it would be particularly fruitful to study the phenomena in novels, philosophical, or scientific texts written in languages used in predominantly oral cultures. 
III. Punctuation of fictive interaction compounds in the English Data

